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english and ‘english in the european union - this article was first printed as ‘english in the european
union’ in hartmann, reinhard (ed.) english language in europe, special edition of european studies series.
germany and russia in 2030 - friedrich ebert foundation - russia or germany, and they should be fluent
in the english language to make communi - cation easier. specific expertise concerning russian – german
relations was not a criterion, department of english - universität innsbruck - language skills and
competences why learn english? for career purposes? to travel the world? to be able to understand en-glish
songs and literature? changing pipelines, shifting strategies: gas in south ... - changing pipelines,
shifting strategies: gas in south-eastern europe, and the implications for ukraine 3 table of contents 1 the old
bear and the young contenders 4 conclus food fraud - bvl - * this speech, presented in german, will be
translated simultaneously into english. picture credits: dasprogramm/bvl, gloger/bvl, pigur/bvl, restaurant
reinhard’s venue symposium: the pragmatics of aspect in varieties of english - language, is a good
indicator whether students are able to master aspect. aspect is above all a question of expressing concept and
meaning, consequently requiring language flexibility, while alternative aspect forms and especially the
possibility of curriculum vitae of reinhard steurer - boku - - perfect english as second language (spoken
and written) projects (research, networking, advisory and evaluation projects) applied for and directed (in
italics) or conducted (normal font). thematic network project in the area of languages - elc/cel thematic network project in the area of languages sub-project 9: dictionaries dictionaries in language learning
recommendations, national reports
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